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Predictions of unknown heavy baryon masses based on an expansion in 1/mQ , 1/Nc , and SU~3! breaking are
updated to take into account a recent measurement of theSc* mass. Values are given for the two remaining
unknown charm baryon massesJc8 andVc* and the seven unknown bottom baryon massesJb , Sb , Jb8 ,
Vb , Sb* , Jb* , andVb* . @S0556-2821~97!50201-3#

PACS number~s!: 12.39.Hg, 11.15.Pg, 14.20.Lq, 14.20.Mr

The spectrum of baryons containing a single charm or
bottom quark recently has been analyzed in an expansion in
1/mQ , 1/Nc , and SU~3! flavor breaking@1#. The analysis of
Ref. @1# yields a hierarchy of mass relations among heavy
quark baryons, as well as additional relations between heavy
baryon mass splittings and mass splittings of the octet and
decuplet baryons. From this analysis, it is possible to predict
the unknown charm and bottom baryon masses to varying
accuracies, where the errors on the predicted values reflect
both experimental errors of measured baryon masses and the
expected theoretical accuracies of the mass relations.

Recently, a very precise measurement of theSc* mass has
been reported by CLEO@3#. The most precise flavor-27 mass
relations @2,1# of the charm baryons determineJc8 and
(Sc*1Vc* ), but notSc* andVc* separately. Given theSc*
mass, it is possible to pin down theVc* mass. With the entire
charm baryon spectrum determined rather precisely, predic-
tion of the bottom baryon spectrum from the charm baryon
spectrum is improved. The mass predictions of Ref.@1# are
updated in this note. Mass predictions for individual bottom
baryon masses are given.

The presently measured charm baryon masses are

Lc52285.060.6 MeV @4#,

Jc52467.761.2 MeV @4#,

Sc52452.960.6 MeV @4–6#, ~1!

Vc
052699.962.9 MeV @7#,

Sc*52518.662.2 MeV @3#,

Jc*52644.061.6 MeV @8#.

An observation of theJc8;2560 MeV with an error bar of
order 15 MeV has been reported by the WA89 Collaboration
@11#. TheVc* has never been observed. At present, only the
bottom baryon mass

Lb556236564 MeV @9# ~2!

is accurately measured. Reported measurements ofSb
(* ) by

DELPHI @10# are not used.
There are two very accurate mass relations among the

charm baryon masses given in Ref.@1#:

1
4 @~SQ*2SQ!22~JQ*2JQ8 !1~VQ*2VQ!#50 ~3!

with an estimated theoretical error of 0.23 MeV forQ5c
and 0.07 MeV forQ5b, and

1
6 @~SQ12SQ* !22~JQ8 12JQ* !1~VQ12VQ* !#

5 1
3 @ 1

4 ~2N2S23L12J!1 1
7 ~4D25S*22J*13V!#

~4!

with an estimated theoretical accuracy of 1.5 MeV for
Q5c,b. The linear combination of octet and decuplet
masses on the right-hand side of Eq.~4! equals24.43 MeV
with negligible error. Using Eqs.~3! and~4!, it is possible to
predict the two unknown charm baryon massesJc8 andVc*
in terms of the other measured charm baryon masses:

Jc85 1
2 ~Sc1Vc!1~4.4361.5! MeV,

Vc*5~2Jc*2Sc* !1~28.8663.0! MeV, ~5!

which yields

Jc852580.862.1 MeV,

Vc*52760.564.9 MeV. ~6!

With the predictedJc8 andVc* masses~6! and the mea-
sured charm baryon masses, it is possible to evaluate any
charm baryon mass combination. The chromomagnetic mass
splittings are evaluated to be

~Sc*2Sc!565.762.3 MeV,

~Jc*2Jc8!563.262.6 MeV, ~7!

~Vc*2Vc!560.665.7 MeV.

The spin-averaged sextet masses are

1
3 ~Sc12Sc* !52496.761.5 MeV,

1
3 ~Jc812Jc* !52622.961.3 MeV, ~8!

1
3 ~Vc12Vc* !52740.363.4 MeV,

while the sextet mass differences are
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1
3 ~Jc812Jc* !2 1

3 ~Sc12Sc* !5126.262.0 MeV,

1
3 ~Vc12Vc* !2 1

3 ~Jc812Jc* !5117.463.6 MeV. ~9!

The Jl
2 hyperfine splittings in each strangeness sector are

1
3 ~Sc12Sc* !2Lc5211.761.6 MeV,

1
3 ~Jc812Jc* !2Jc5155.261.8 MeV, ~10!

so the difference of these splittings is large,

@ 1
3 ~Sc12Sc* !2Lc#2@ 1

3 ~Jc812Jc* !2Jc#

556.562.4 MeV. ~11!

The bottom baryon masses can be predicted in terms of
the charm baryon masses and the measuredLb mass.

The chromomagnetic hyperfine splittings of the heavy
quark baryons are proportional to 1/mQ , so the bottom
baryon chromomagnetic splittings can be obtained from the
charm baryon splittings by rescaling by a factor of
;mc /mb . Including renormalization group running, the
scale factor is (Zb /Zc)(mc /mb);0.2460.05. Using this
scale factor, the chromomagnetic mass splittings of the bot-
tom baryons are predicted to be

~Sb*2Sb!515.863.3 MeV,

~Jb*2Jb8!515.263.2 MeV, ~12!

~Vb*2Vb!514.563.3 MeV,

where the errors on the splittings are dominated by the un-
certainty of the scale factor. Note that Eq.~3! is essentially
an exact relation for the chromomagnetic splittings. In addi-
tion, by scaling from the charm system, one concludes that
the mass combination

1
6 @3~Sb*2Sb!2~Jb*2Jb8!22~Vb*2Vb!# ~13!

is quite small, and can be at most a few MeV.
The spin-averaged sextet masses of the bottom baryons

and theJb are determined by four mass relations. There are
two very accurate relations: namely, Eq.~4!,

1
6 @~Sb12Sb* !22~Jb812Jb* !1~Vb12Vb* !#

524.4361.5 MeV, ~14!

and

$2 5
8 (Lb2Jb!1 1

24 @3~Sb12Sb* !2~Jb812Jb* !

22~Vb12Vb* !#%

5$2 5
8 ~Lc2Jc!1 1

24 @3~Sc12Sc* !2~Jc812Jc* !

22~Vc12Vc* !#%61.0 MeV,

~15!

where the errors are the estimated theoretical accuracies of
the two relations. The charm mass combination on the right-
hand side of Eq.~15! equals 37.561.3 MeV, so Eq.~15!
becomes

$2 5
8 ~Lb2Jb!1 1

24 @3~Sb12Sb* !2~Jb812Jb* !

22~Vb12Vb* !#%

537.561.6 MeV. ~16!

There are two additional mass relations which are less accu-
rate:

~Lb2Jb!5~Lc2Jc!64.8 MeV, ~17!

and

2 1
3 ~Lb12Jb!1 1

18 @3~Sb12Sb* !12~Jb812Jb* !

1~Vb12Vb* !#

52 1
3 ~Lc12Jc!1 1

18 @3~Sc12Sc* !12~Jc812Jc* !

1~Vc12Vc* !#65.1 MeV.

~18!

Since (Lc2Jc)52182.761.3 MeV experimentally, the
first equation becomes

~Lb2Jb!52182.765.0 MeV. ~19!

The charm baryon mass combination in the second equation
is evaluated to be 172.661.3 MeV, so

2 1
3 ~Lb12Jb!1 1

18 @3~Sb12Sb* !12~Jb812Jb* !

1~Vb12Vb* !#

5172.665.3 MeV. ~20!

Combined with the measuredLb mass,Lb55623.066.4
MeV, Eq. ~19! implies

Jb55805.768.1 MeV. ~21!

The spin-averaged mass of the bottom antitriplet is evaluated
to be

1
3 ~Lb12Jb!55744.865.8 MeV. ~22!

Eliminating theLb andJb masses from the remaining rela-
tions yields three mass relations involving the three spin-
averaged sextet masses of the bottom baryons:

1
6 @~Sb12Sb* !22~Jb812Jb* !1~Vb12Vb* !#

524.4361.5 MeV,

1
24 @3~Sb12Sb* !2~Jb812Jb* !22~Vb12Vb* !#

5276.763.5 MeV, ~23!

1
18 @3~Sb12Sb* !12~Jb812Jb* !1~Vb12Vb* !#

55917.467.9 MeV.

The extracted spin-averaged mass combinations are
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1
3 ~Sb12Sb* !55834.768.7 MeV,

1
3 ~Jb812Jb!55961.068.2 MeV, ~24!

1
3 ~Vb12Vb* !56078.4610.9 MeV.

The precision of the above extraction ofJb and the spin-
averaged sextet masses presently is limited by the theoretical
accuracies of the two least accurate mass relations and by the
experimental error of theLb mass measurement. Improved
accuracy of theLb value or accurate measurement of other
bottom baryon masses will lead to more precise predictions.
Note that there are correlations amongst the spin-averaged
mass values so that certain linear combinations involving the
spin-averaged mass combinations are known much more ac-
curately than the spin-averaged masses themselves. For ex-
ample, any linear combination of the two most accurate mass
relations Eqs.~14! and~15! is predicted very accurately. One
such linear combination is

@ 1
3 ~Sb12Sb* !2Lb#2@ 1

3 ~Jb812Jb* !2Jb#

556.562.8 MeV. ~25!

Finally, values for the individual bottom baryon masses
masses can be obtained by combining the extracted chromo-
magnetic and spin-averaged masses:

Jb55805.768.1 MeV,

Sb55824.269.0 MeV,

Sb*55840.068.8 MeV,

Jb855950.968.5 MeV, ~26!

Jb*55966.168.3 MeV,

Vb56068.7611.1 MeV,

Vb*56083.2611.0 MeV.

Again, the values of the individual bottom baryon masses are
correlated so that many linear combinations are known much
more accurately than the individual masses themselves. The
uncertainty in the spin-averaged sextet masses is signifi-
cantly larger than the uncertainty in the chromomagnetic
sextet splittings, for example. Improved accuracy of theLb
measurement and accurate measurement of other bottom
baryon masses in the future will lead to more precise deter-
minations of the remaining unknown masses.
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